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Abstract

A new approach is proposed for reducing and influen-
cing the variance distribution of finite order frequency-
function estimates. The relation between the Hessian of
the identification criterion and the variance of the estim-
ates if S e M and .Ay' -+ oo is exploited for input design.
Maximizing functions of the Hessian yields the optimal
input signal. Input design procedures are developed for
both open-loop and closed-loop identification. An ana-
Iytic and a numerical example illustrate the developed
method.

1 Introduction

In system identification, not only the estimated model,
but also the accuracy is of importance to evaluate the
quality of a rnodel. In Prediction Error identification

[6, 11], the accuracy is measured in terms of the bios
and the uariance.
It is well-known that both bias and variance depend on,
among other things, the input signal, and this fact has
been used over the years as a basis for input design.

Existing results on optimal input design can be divided
into three categories.
"Classical" methods are based on the evaluation of the
parameter variance. The input signal is designed such

that the estimated parameters have a minimum variance,
measured in some sense. Scalar fuuctions of the inverse
of the Fisher Information Matrix, such as the trace, the
determinant or the largest eigenvalue, are mitrimized with
respect to the input signal [3, 4,7, 77).

I'his approach implicitly assumes that the system can be
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modeled exactly (S e M, rvith ,S the system and M
the model set), and hence the parameters are estimated
consistently (no bias error).

The second class of input design methods aims at ob-
taining suitable approximate models, in terms of influ-
encing the bias distribution over the frequency domain.
These methods have been analyzed in, e.g., [6, 15]. The
bias of the parameter estimates is converted into a cor-
responding effect on the estimated frequency function.

Optimal input design based on the variance of estim-
ated models, evaluated in terms of the frequency function,
has only received minor attention. One of the rare contri-
butions in this area is [1] , rvhere an optimal experiment is
designed for application of the model in minium variance
control. Again, the situation S e M is considered, and
consistent estimation is assumed (no bias). This is also
the case in [16], where variance aspects have been studied
in the situation that the model order tends to infinity.

In this paper we introduce an input design methodo-
logy, that is based on a criterion that considers the vari-
ance of a finite order estimated model, in the situation
3 e M. Horvever, in contrast rvith the classical approach,
in which the parameter variance is considered) we repara-
metrize the model parameters to a set of points of the
frequency response. This enables us to optimize the in-
put signal to specifically desired variance effects on the
frequency function of the estimated model.

Ihe rnotivation for this approach is given by ihe fact
that for many model applications the frequency function
is a "design" variable that is better suited than the para-
meters of a difference equation. Especialiy for model-
based control design, the variance of the estimated fre-
quency function in the control-relevant frequency band
(e.g., near the closed-loop bandwidth) determines the
achievable performance of the closed-loop system.

The proposed input design methodology can be in-
corporated in the iterative schemes of identification and
controller design, that have bcen developed recently
12. I0, i3] . These scherues atternpt to exploit the con-
nection between identification and controller design, to
anive at a controller rvith higher performance. TIte ana-



lyses of the iterative schemes have focused mainly on the

bias effects, whereas the variance effects play an import-
ant role as well.

In Section 2 the problem setting is provided. A briefon
system identification is followed by the statetnent of the

input design problem considered. In Section 3 we present

the solution to the posed problem. In Section 4 the results

are shown to be extendible to closed-loop identification
as rvell.
An analytic example in Section 5 sholvs how to apply the
proposed input design procedure. The numerical example

in Section 6 illustrates the effect ofdifferent user's choices

in the procedure, such as the input design criterion and

the weighting matrix. Some conclusions are drawn in
Section 7.

2 Problem setting

We consider the prediction error identification framework
according to [6] , for SISO systems.

Consider a data generating process

ut = Go(q)ut * Ho(q)e, (1)

with ut and g1 the scalar-valued input and output of the

system, Go(z) a rational transfer function, analytic in

lrl 2 1, Hg(z) a monic stable and stably invertible trans-
fer function, and {e1} a zero mean white noise process.

The collection (Go(z), Ho(r)) is denoted as the sysfem 5.
A parametrized set of models is considered, denoted

ur.M,, {(G(r,0),H(2,0)),0 e O}, where O C fid is an

appropriate parameter space. In this paper lve assume

that S € ,M, implying that there exists a 0s e O such

that (G(2, gs), H(z,go)) = (Go(z), Ho(r)) for almost all
z.

Given input and output data ofthe process (1), a para-

meter estimate d1,, is obtained according to

I/N(B) =

with e1/g) the filtered prediction error of the corres-

ponding model, defined as

e r.,t(0) = L(q) \s, - 0r(0)\ = ffi {y6 - G(q,0)u)

(3)

where tr(z) is a stable filter.
Under weak conditions [6] the parameter estimate d1,'

satisfies

dN ry-9'argminT(g) w.p. 1 (4)

with 7(d) : Ee2r,r(O) (n is the generalized expectation
operator) and u.p. 1 meaning with probability one.

Assuming that S e M, Ay will also satisfy

lN@* - do) € AsN(o, Ps) (5)

with & the asymptotic covariance matrix of the estim-
ated pararneter, given by

p, : oZVii @o) (6)

wh"r" al is the variance of the white noise process {e1},
and Vss(0) is the Hessian (second derivative) of the
asymptotic criterion 7(d) lvith respect to the parameter
vector d.

To determine an input signal u; , the dependence of Ps

andVss(1s) on u1 is exploited. These define an uncer-

tainty ellipsoid arouncl d1'. The size and shape of this
ellipsoid can be characterized by the determinant, the
Iargest eigenvalue and the trace ofthe inverse of the Hes-

sian, and the smaller these scalar functions, the smaller
is the uncertainty ellipsoid. A smaller largest eigenvalue
also implies that the uncertainty ellipsoid becomes more
spherical, which results in a Hessian wit,h a smaller con-
dition number.
Input constraints, such as a limited input porver, are al-
lvays present, and the input design problem can be writ-
ten as a constrained optimization problem. To make
this problem solvable, in general the input signal is para-

metrized by the input protocol (, such that zr : ur(€).
The input protocol contains all parameters that uniquely
define an input signal, such as the amplitudes and fre-
quencies if u1 is a multisine, or the filter parameters if
u7 is generated as filtered white noise. The input con-
straints can in general be expressed by a vector function
h as h({) S 0, and the optimal input protocol is obtained
as /_'-t \

{. = arg rn"in J lV s f (0o, €) ) (7)

A(O<0

lvhere J is the determinant, the largest eigenvalue or the
trace.
To avoid the inversion of the Hessian, it can be decided
to maximize the determinant or the smallest eigenvalue
ofV,,e(00.0 instead.

The classical input design methodology (7) is directed
toward the parameter variance. As stated before, we are

interested in the effect of the variance on the frequency
function G("0') of the model. To this end we define a

bijective rnappiug (parametrization) from the parameter
vector 0 to a vector 7, lvhich uniquely defines the fre-
quency function of the rnodel. Calculating ihe Hessian

V^,^,(0o,{) then provides us with a basis for input design.
This is discussed in the next section.

3 Input design methodology

Lct 7(0) represent, in some way, the frequency function
G(ru',9). The gradient and Hessian otV10,() with re-

0n, : arsmin Vr(d)- r€o

*r e?,,,(0)
t=l

(2")

(2b)



spect to l' are, respectively,

V.,(0,€) : ffiv",.,(o,€) 
2 W (8)

It can be shown [8, 14] that V-,-,(00,{) can be calculated
AS

T^,.,(ao,€) = [r, ' (00)]'Vtt(00)i'(00) (9)

irrespective of 1(0), as long as %(0) is invertible (rvhich
is the case if the mapping from d to 7 is bijective).
Hence the Hessian with respect to 1(0) is obtained from
the Hessian with respect to d by pre- and postmultiplic-
ation with the inverse Jacobian of 7 with respect to d.

To derive a specific input design method, we proceed
as follolvs.
The vector 7(d) should represent the frequency function
G("i',9). A possible choice is

t(u,0) = ( Re{G(en',0)} tm{G(ei',q} )' (10a)

d0) = (I,(u)r,e) l(rr,0)...It(u^,d) )'(10b)

To have a bijective relationship between 0 and 1, the di-
mension of 7 is d and the rn frequencies .rj are all different
with 0 1ai 1zr, and m: ent(dl2) , which is the largest
integer such that m < d12.

If d is even, c.r7 is nonzero for all j. lf d is odd, the zero

frequency is added, and G(e'0, 0) : G(l,d) (which is real)
is added.

Remark: In general it is very dangerous to restrict
the design to the minimum number of frequencies [9] .

However, we explicitly assume that S € M and therefore
it is not a problem in our approach.

We assume that the process model and the noise model
are independently parametrized as (G(2, 0), H(2, B)).
The asymptotic criterion V(e,q can then be written as

TP,11:

Note that for Iinear parametrizations I6e = 0, and (11)
holds even if S e M.

Given Vrr(ds,{), the input design problem can be for-
mulated as (7). To emphasize certain points of the fre-
quency function in the optimization, a weighting matrix
W can be added, that is given by

W : diag(r(rr), .(rr),...,w(u*),w(,r^)) (L2)

rvhere tu(ru1) is the weight for frequency uj.
The input design problem then becomes

{- : ars n:, , (v;:ttr,e),w) (13)
q

h(€) < 0

where the input design criteria ,,I are either of

t (V;:(00,t),*) = -det {wtv11@o,C)w\ (t4a)

t (v;) 1e r, €), w) - -t-i, {w'v.,., 1e 0,1) w } ( 14b)

t (v;:(do,(), w) =trace{w'Vl}@,,e)w} e4c)

Note that the minus-signs are used in (14a) and (14b) to
avoid the inversion of the Hessian and still have a min-
imization problem (13). Generally this problem will not
be convex, and therefore global convergence cannot be
guaranteed.

The optimal protocol (- that is obtained by minimiz-
ing the determinant criterion (14a) is independent of the
weighting matrix W and the Jacobian 76. Minimizing
(14a) is therefore equivalent to maximizing the determ-
inant of Vee(00,(), and results in the same protocol (*.

In practice, do is of course not known. In (13) ds is
therefore replaced by di.ir, which is an initial estimate
of d, obtained by applying an (arbitrary) initial protocol
c.qlnlt'

4 Extension to closed loop

In many situations an identification experiment must be
carried out under closed-loop conditions. For example,
to guarantee the safety of operators and environment,
the controllers of chemical plants must stay active dur-
ing the experiment. This implies that the feedback must
be taken into account in the identification procedure. In
this section it is shorvn that the proposed input design
method is easily extendible toward closed-loop identific-
ation problems.

A typical closed-loop configuration is depicted in Fig-
ure 1, where (Co,Ct) is a two-degree of freedom control-
ler, and Gs is again the process. The signals u, and gr are

assumed to be measurable, and either one of the external
excitation signals r1,1 or r2,1 is assumed to be present,
such that rs is measurable and persistently erciting of
sufficient order.

= * LILH-'(01' [Eo - r(d)1'?o,(€)+ e,) du

An expression forVee can be derived by twice differenti-
ating 7(d,() with respect to 0 to obtain

! [" lL(ei,)H-r(r,,,p)1, .

z1f t-
.llGo(.'') - G("'',e)l'o,(r,€)+ a"@)) du

1fr
Vee(0,{) = : /T J-n

- (ro-
ILH-'(01'lrb@)to@)

r(d))'foo(d))o"({) du

Evaluating 7 r l (O , €) in d = ds, and noting that, since it is
assumed that S € M, G(ei',00) = Go(ei' ) and therefore

Io(,u) - I(c.r, d6), (11) becomes

1lr
vee@0,€) : I I lt u-',(012t'e@o)ta(do)(D"(€) dr,rr J-n 

(11)



Figure 1: Closed-loop configuration

The closed-loop identification problem is to estimate a

model G of Go from the data set {Ar,ut,rs}1'. In [14]
an overview is given of different closed-loop identification
methods, and their cost functions are unified in the Gen-
eralized ldentification (GI) criterion

1N
vN(0) =; t {@ola' - g'@)))' + 

^2(L,lw 
- a,@)))'\

t=t 
(15)

where .L, and Lu are monic stable and inversely stable
filters, and ,\ is a constant weighting parameter.
The pararnetrizations of 01 and gs are

w(e) = S(q'0)r1 (16a)

0t(0) = G(q,0)s(q,0)r' - G(O){)t (16b)

For 1{ -+ a, V7,r(0) (15) tends toV(0) under weak con-
ditions

where the dependence
ability.

uLEl2lcoso - G(o)s(o)|'z +

.90 - ,s(d)l')o, (€)

-t ll,l2lcbl2)lsol2o, d,*, (17)

o\ ei' has been omitted for read-

Different choices of. Ls, Lu, ,\ and the pararnetrizations
of y7(0) and u1(0) resr.rlt in different closed-loop identific-
ation rnethods. For example, choosing [ir(p) : S(13)r",

and y1 = G(0)S(ij)ri, and minimizing 12, (15) in trvo
steps, results in the Two-Step method (TS) [12].
Choosing ilt = ut and y1(0) - G(0)u7 results irnthe Direct
Identification rnethod (DI).

The relation (9) betrveen 7pp and 7^,^, is valid for any
identificatiou criterion, both open- and closed-loop. For
closed-loop identificatiolt, holvever, a different 7aB res-

ults.
In vierv of (17), rve define l(u,O) as in (10a) . and

{t(u,0) = ( Re{S(e'',0)} Im{S(e'',P)} )' (18)

7(u,0) = ( Re{G.g(r'', ,0)} Im{G.9(e'',, d)} )'(19)

The vector f (0) is norv defitred as

l(g) : ( f'(r, ,0) . . .lt(a-,0) V'(rr, 0) . , .'l'(w,,,,0) )'
(20)

and we derive [14]

Vee(oo,€)

rvhere Ea(d) = EE (d)Vp (d) + Er(d)la (d).
TIre Hessian Vee(00,() in (21) can be used in (9) to cal-
culate 7rr,(do,€), which in turn can be used in the input
design criteria (14).

5 Analytic example

To illustrate the proposed input design procedure we
present an analytic open-loop example, in which a second
order FIR model G(2,0) : btz-t I bzz-2 with d =
( 61 62 )/ is estimated by applying a filtered white noise
input u1(()

ut({) : Ii(1-Fd1q-11 rl2q-2)e7 €:(/{ d1 dr),
(21)

'rvith er Zero Mean White Noise with unit variance.
There is a constraint on the input power, formulated as

(22)

and hence the optimal 1l is obtained when the input
porver is n-.,.ximal:

= : [ - lL al'?=lo @ o)Ee (o o) +

+ lL,lz {r'e(do)vo (do)] o, (€) d@

1 rT
: / o,(r,O du ! P*
ZlTI-

1rr
v(0,t) = ; Iatt J -T

+lL"l2l
+lLylz

_t\ =
fP-
iT+qrt,

(23)

/--1 \
J lV""(00,(.),W)=

The input design criterion is (14a), the maxirnization of
the detelminant, and hence there is no influence frorn I,tr/

or 16 on (*.
It can be shorvn [14] that in the case of an FIR para-

nretrization, Vee(00,() is in fact the covariance matrix
of u1((), and hence rve rnaximize the determinant of the
input signal covariance matrix. It is then to be expected
that a white noise signal u;(() is optimai.
This is confirmed by calculating the criterion J (14a) :

-ariaG
+ d? + dil' - d?(t + 4dz)2

(r+d!+diln
(24)

The function -t (V;:(00,O, w) i. plotted in Figure 2

for several combinations of d1 and d2. As expected, it is
nraximal for d1 : dz:0, for which u1 is a white noise
signal. This is confirmed by analytically calculating the
rninimizing argurnent of (24) as

€.=(^/P* 0 0)', (25)

Although this exan-rple is rather trivial, it shows that the
proposed input design procedure easily results in the ex-
pected optimal input protocol.
In the ncxt section wc present an example with an OE
parametrization, that cannot be solved analytically.



Figure 2: Input design criterion (24) as a function of d1

and dz

6 Numerical example

The proposed input design procedure has been implemen-
ted in Matlab. In this example we show how the different
choices of input design criterion J (14), rveighting matrix
W (L2) and points ofthe frequency function a,l7 influence
the optimal protocol (-. The optimization is done using
a constrained Gauss-Nervton method.

A second order OE model G(2,0) is identified

G(2,0) -
brz-7 I bzz-2 0:(h bz h fz)'

(26)

)/ aud a multisine input

1* f1z-t * fzz-z

with ds = ( 1 0.5 -1.5 0.7
signal u1(():

.rr(€) : Ar sinc,.rr,rl * Azsinau,zt

t = ( At uu1 Az uu,z )'

The input power is lirnited as in (22), with P- - 1.

A data set is generated with tlie initial protocol €ini, :
( 0.4 0.5 1.3565 2.5 )', which is chosen arbitrarily.
With this data set an initial rnodel d;.;6 is estimated,
rvith which we can design an input protocol.

Table 1 shows the results of the different experiments.
In the first column the input design criterion is given.
The second column shows the set of cul's, selected in 7(d) ,

and the third column gives the corresponding weights. In
the fourth column the values of the different criteria are

calculated for the initial protocol €intt. The flfth column
gives the values for the optimal protocol (*, and the sixth
column gives (*.

The first three experiments have equal r.o1 's and I4l,
and different criteria -I. The second, fourth and fifth ex-
periment have equal criterion .\-in, but differ in oi's and
W. For each experiment, different protocols {* result.

Two speciflc observations are made. First, the determ-
inant criterion (flrst row) results in a protocol for which
the amplitude is equally distributed over each frequency
in (*. This is explained by the assumption that S €
M, which implies white output noise. The variance of
G("'' ,d) is reduced by choosing the amplitude spectrum
of the input signal proportional to O,, which in this case
is achieved by choosing equal amplitude fo r each fre-
querlcy.
Second, the frequencies for the optimal protocols of the
fourth and fifth experiment are equal. The same effect
can thus be achieved by varying or.i's or P7. The amp-
litudes, however, are different.

Altough we have considered the frequency function
variance at only two frequencies, in this example these
frequencies are representative for the behavior over the
complete frequnecy range [8]. This implies that the vari-
ance at lower frequencies is significantly reduced at the
cost of a slight increase in variance for higher frequencies.
AII three criteria, (determinant. smallest eigenvalue,
trace) minimize the volume of the uncertainty region,
wlriclr is defined by the weighted Hessian W'V-,^,14/. "Ilte
smallest-eigenvalue criterion also takes effort in making
the uncertainty region spherical. The trace criterion tries
to obtain a decoupling with respect to the parameters.

7 Conclusions

In this paper a new input design methodology has been
developed for reducing and influencing the variance of fi-
nite order frequency-function estimates. It is based on
the relation between the Hessian V^,^, of the identifica-
tion criterion with respect to 7, which represents the fre-
quency function, and the variance of the frequency func-
tion, under the assumption that S e M and /y' -+ oo.

The Hessian 7r, i. derived for open-loop identification
and the results are extended toward closed-loop identi-
fication. The input design problem is then posed as a
constrained optimization problem (13).

The analytic example shows how the input design pro-
cedure calculates an optimal input protocol. The numer-
ical example (Table 1) shorvs how to use the input design
procedure in practice. It illustrates the effect of the dif-
ferent user's choices, such as the input design criterion .I,
the frequencies c,.,i that determine 7, and the weighting
matrix tr4l.

Of course it is necessary to compare the resulting trans-
fer function uncertainties not only at the selected frequen-
cies but over the complete frequency band of interest. If
S e M it is sufficient to examine the transfer function
variance only at a finite number of frequencies, but it is
not clear yet if this is true in the general case. Further
study rvill be necessary.



crit a7
U2

u(@L)
u(u2) crit((1"16 ) crit ((. ) C4

det (ss)(1) det
)min

tr

0.461
6.95 . 10-1
r446

det
)-i,

tr

1.486 . 105

0.89
1.963

1

0.3609
1

0.5660

)-i, (s3) (1)
det

)min
tr

0.461
6.95 . i0-4
r446

det
)-in

tr

5027
1.82
1.36

1.3503
0.3105
0.4203
0.6733

trace (ss)(i) det
)-it

tr

0.461
6.95 . 10-4
t446

det
)-i,

tr

2.44. 701

1.66
1.27

r.3027
0.3226
0.5505
0.6214

)-i, (ss) (T)
det

tr-in
tr

4610
0.0678
15.34

det
l-i,

tr

4. 108

13.60
0.0935

0.8279
0.3468
1.1466
0.7075

)-i. (?i) (l) det = 0.137
)*in = 0.0036

tr : 285

det = 955

)-in = 1.39
tr = 1.51

0.3694
0.3468
1.3651
0.7075

Table 1: Input design results
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